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FLEXIBLE THINKING

"...move from one state of being, or one place, or one 
circumstance to another, the transformation, the action 
that happens when we move from one state to another.”

Change (v):

"...a state of functional activity and continual change 

peculiar to organized matter.”

Life (n):

“…the understanding that abilities and intelligence can be 
developed.”

Growth Mindset (n):



Positive

Attitude

Your attitude is the only thing 
you can choose. 

Your attitude determines 
your behavior.

Your attitude impacts who 
you attract.

A positive attitude is easier to 
maintain than regain. 



GM began in K-12 education to change 

student and educator views on learning 

and development.

GROWTH MINDSET

ORIGIN

Advances in neuroscience indicated the 

brain's plasticity was much more 

malleable than originally thought.

Connectivity of neurons changes with 

experience. Thus, the brain is constantly 

growing.
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FORWARD THINKING

“…the ability to think about or plan the future with 
imagination or wisdom.”

Vision (n):

"..the reason something exists, an intended aim or goal.”

Purpose (n):

“…the extent to which an individual thinks about the future, 
anticipates future consequences, and plans ahead before 
acting.”

Future Orientation (n):



DEVELOPING A 
STRONG VISION

STATEMENT

Comes from 
within

Comes from 
history

Meets the 
needs of 

others
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CREATIVE THINKING

"...the tendency to generate or recognize ideas, 
alternatives, or possibilities that may be useful in solving 
problems, communicating with others, and entertaining 
ourselves and others.”

Creativity (n):

"...make changes in something established, especially by 
introducing new methods, ideas, or products.”

Innovate (v):



THREE TYPES OF 
CREATIVITY

Combinational

Creativity

Exploratory 

Creativity

Transformational 

Creativity
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ENTREPRENEURIAL THINKING

“…a set of skills that enable people to identify and make 
the most of opportunities, overcome and learn from 

setbacks, and succeed in a variety of settings.”

Entrepreneurial Mindset (n):

"..a person who organizes and operates a business, taking 
on greater than normal risks in order to do so.”

Entrepreneur (n):

“…passion and perseverance for long-term goals.”

Grit (n):



THE GRIT FORMULA

Talent x Effort = Skill1

Skill x Effort = Achievement2
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EMPOWERED THINKING

“…the process of becoming stronger and more confident, 
especially in controlling one’s life and claiming one’s rights.”

Empowerment (n):

"...fill (someone) with the urge or ability to do or feel 
something, especially to do something creative.”

Inspire (v):

"...give support, confidence, or hope to someone.”

Encourage (v):



EMPOWERING
YOURSELF

Develop a positive attitude.

Set reasonable goals.

Surround yourself with positive people.

Practice self-care and positive self-talk.

Be assertive.

Create an action list. 
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